
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waimate Racing Club  Date: Sunday, 7th June 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead 6 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), M Davidson, C Boyd 
Typist: K Jones 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: THE GROOMSMAN, LUCILLE, HASSEL COURT, CARPATHIA, HAPI ASSASSIN, THE BISHOP, 

PARAKETO. 
Suspensions: Race 7 Apprentice A Morgan (JAZZMAN) 

[Rule 636(1)(d)]Relaxed ride over concluding stages - License to ride suspended 3 
days from 7 June up to and including 19 June 2015. 

Protests: Race  Nil 

Fines: Race   Nil 

Warnings: Race   Nil 

Bleeders: Race 1 ASSASSIN – 3 month stand down. 

Horse Actions: Race  3 CHAPPARAL’S JET (S Wynne) – Warned racing performance. 

Medical Certificates: K Williams – medical clearance required. 

Rider Changes: Race  3 YOUR HONOUR – R Cuneen replaced K Williams (injured).  

 Race 4 PEPPER MILL – T Moseley replaced K Williams (injured). 

 Race 5 BORN A ROYAL – S Wynne replaced K Williams (injured). 

Late Scratchings: Race 4 MYSTIFY ME – order of the Stewards. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 G & M HENNESSY RATING 65 2200M 

YAZOOM and FORFEITURE were slow to begin. THE ROOK began awkwardly and got back.  MESSINES began awkwardly.  
REVENGE and SEEKING REDEMPTION raced wide in the early stages.  MESSINES improved wide forward from the 800 
metres. THE ROOK was held up passing the 500 metres when awkwardly placed on the heels of BLUE MACH.Passing the 
250 metres THE GROOMSMAN which was laying inwards, made firm contact with MR WIZ, which was unbalanced and lost 
momentum. Apprentice jockey C Barnes (BLU MACH) lost her whip passing the 150 metres.  When spoken to about the 
performance of SQUASH rider C Johnston reported that the gelding had been under pressure from the 1000 metres and 
had failed to run on despite his urgings.  Trainers J and K Parsons advised that it was their intention to retire SQUASH from 
their stable.  When questioned about the performance of ASSASSIN which was eased down over the concluding stages, 
rider B Murray reported the gelding had hung outwards throughout and proved difficult to control.  Stewards ordered a 
post-race veterinary examination of ASSASSIN which revealed the gelding to have bled.  The connections were advised the 
gelding was stood down for the mandatory three month stand down.   
 

Race 2 BIRCHWOOD GENETICS & WAIMATE HOTEL RATING 75 1600M 

LUCILLE was slow to begin.  HAILES ABBEY raced keenly in the early stages. DOUBLE BLUE was steadied away from the 
heels of HAILES ABBEY passing the 1100 metres and raced wide from that point onwards.  Passing the 800 metres TUDOR 
LILY collapsed and died dislodging rider K Williams.  A post race veterinary inspection revealed TUDOR LILY to have suffered 



a pulmonary haemorrhage.  K Williams was stood down for her remaining rides and transferred to Oamaru Hospital for 
observation. 
 

Race 3 MARK MEYER MAIDEN 1600M 

This event was delayed due to the incident in the previous race.  Due to no other senior riders being available Stewards 
gave permission for R Cuneen to replace K Williams as the rider of YOUR HONOUR. EMERGENCY CALL, CHAPARRAL’S JET 
and NAKOMA were all slow to begin.  OPIHI RANGER and D’ELLIS both raced keenly in the early stages.  Passing the 1400 
metres ROYAL CHANCE shifted outwards and hampered OPIHI RANGER onto HASSEL COURT both of which over raced for 
a short distance.  Due to the lack of tempo in the race BRIDGET TOWN, ROYAL CHANCE, OPIHI RANGER and EMERGENCY 
CALL all over raced for some distance. BRIDGET TOWN raced keenly for a short distance passing the 1200 metres shifting 
outwards off the heels of LADY EM. Passing the 1000 metres OPIHI RANGER ,which had become awkwardly placed to the 
inside of the heels of BRIDGET TOWN, had to steady when racing tight to the outside of EMGERGENCY CALL.  GALELLA 
raced wide throughout. LADY EM was placed in restricted room passing the 400 metres.  CHAPARRAL’S JET lost contact 
with the body of the field passing the 800 metres. The connections of CHAPARRAL’S JET were advised a warning had been 
placed on the gelding racing record. When questioned about the performance of favourite EMERGENCY CALL rider D Walsh 
reported the filly over raced and raced greenly throughout.  EMERGENCY CALL returned to the birdcage with a laceration 
to the left hind leg, a post-race vet inspection revealed a cut which did not require further veterinary attention. 
  

Race 4 WAIMATE TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB/WAIMATE VET CENTRE MDN 1200M 

T Moseley replaced the injured K Williams as rider of PEPPER MILL.  MYSTIFY ME was a late scratching by the order of the 
Stewards at 2.18pm when MYSTIFY ME proved difficult to get to the start area.  DREAM DEVINE was slow to begin.  
PEPPER MILL was buffeted between MY PLAN and SIR FIZZ which shifted in on jump.  SPIDER LILY began awkwardly and 
got back. 
 

Race 5 WILLOW GLEN STUD 2YO 1200M 

S Wynne replaced the injured K Williams as rider of BORN A ROYAL.  MAGIC MAVIS was slow to begin. POLKA DOT began 
awkwardly.  JOHNNY JONES raced keenly in the early stages.  LITTLE LYLIE made the bend passing the 1000 metres 
awkwardly and lost ground.  HAPI ASSASSIN was held up for a short distance passing the 450 metres and shifted ground 
inwards to obtain clear running near the 350 metres. SECONDYEARFIFTH which had led to the 500 metres gave ground 
quickly thereafter.  Stewards ordered a post-race veterinary inspection of SECONDYEARFIFTH which revealed a poor post-
race recovery. 
 

Race 6 R & D GOODEVE WAITATE CUP 2200M 

COMMANDING OAK was restrained to the rear on jumping. SIR AMRON and COMMANDING OAK both raced keenly in the 
early stages.  SIR AMRON improved wide from the 800 metres.  When spoken to about the performance of the favoured 
runner COMMANDING OAK rider C Johnston reported the gelding had travelled keenly in the early stages and had failed to 
quicken when the tempo of the race increased at the 800 metres and battled on fairly over the concluding stages.  He 
added that in his opinion the step up in class may have contributed to the performance of this gelding. 
 

Race 7 RON WILLIAMSON OPEN HANDICAP 1200M 

PARAKETO began awkwardly and got back.  GUNNADOO raced keenly in the lead.  PARAKETO was restrained off heels for 
some distance passing the 500 metres.  PARAKETO was placed in restricted room momentarily passing the 150 metres.  
Apprentice A Morgan admitted a breach of Rule 636(1)(d) in that she relaxed her ride over the concluding stages on 
JAZZMAN when there was a reasonable chance of running 4th.  After hearing all submissions the JCA suspended her license 
to ride in races up until and including 19 June 2015. 
 

 


